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PART I - OVERVIEW AND STATEMENT OFF ACTS 

1. This appeal concerns Canada's obligations to the International Bank for Reconstruction 

and Development and to the International Development Agency, (the "Bank"). 188 nations 

signed Articles of Agreement (the "Treaty") authorizing the Bank to act, governing its activities 

and committing each nation to observe every provision. The Treaty is the constituent document 

pursuant to which the member states agree on the purposes and objectives of the organization, as 

well as on the status, privileges and immunities to be accorded to the organization by each 

member state. Each member undertakes, pursuant to the Treaty, to take such action as is 

necessary in its own territories for the purpose of making effective in terms of its own law the 

status and immunities enunciated in the Treaty. 

2. Each nation ratified, imported and implemented the Treaty into its domestic law. Canada 

implemented the Treaty and all of its provisions, first by Privy Council Order, in 1945, and then 

by statute, the Bretton Woods and Related Agreements Act (the "Bretton Act"), R.S.C. 1985, c.B-

7. 

3. The Bank receives funds from its shareholders, the participating nations, and deploys 

those funds by way of financing agreements and guarantees to important projects designed to 

improve the lives of people in developing countries. The Bank has a concomitant fiduciary duty 

to its funding shareholders to ensure that the monies advanced are wholly committed to the 

projects and not to bribery or corruption. 

4. This appeal is about the immunities of the Bank. The grant of immunity is the strongest 

legal protection afforded to an institution, its documents and its personnel. It exempts the owner 

of the immunity from any legal process. It is critical to the efficient and independent functioning 

of the Bank. Canada, as a signatory to the Treaty, has a legal obligation to maintain the 

immunities of the Bank. 

5. This is a case in which the defendants in a criminal proceeding seek to compel production 

of documents and information from the Bank's archives and staff members. The Bank's 

documents and information are sought in an apparent attempt to see whether they might provide 

a basis to challenge the adequacy of a Canadian judge's authorization of wiretaps that produced 
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evidence incriminating to the defendants. The undisputed record, however, shows that the 

accused have already received all documents and information to which they are entitled under 

Canadian law. All of the evidence put before the judge who authorized the wiretaps, including 

documents and information provided to Canadian authorities by the Bank, has been provided to 

the accused. 

6. This Court in Amaratunga recognized that international organizations are active and 

necessary actors on the international stage. The work of the Bank in financing large projects in 

developing countries to alleviate poverty is necessary and essential. 

Reference: Amaratunga v. Northwest Atlantic Fisheries, [2013] 3 S.C.R. 
866, Appellant's Authorities, Volume I, Tab 1 

7. This Court has already determined that an international organization is entitled to the 

immunities expressly provided by its constituent documents. In this case, the immunities in 

Article VII are several and all-encompassing designed to shield the Bank from any compulsion 

to produce its documents or its personnel. Just as the Court upheld the immunity of NAFO in the 

Amaratunga case, so too should the Court uphold the several immunities of the Bank in this even 

stronger case. 

8. The entitlement to immunity for international organizations, so as to shield them from the 

jurisdiction of national courts, has been recognized by many courts in the USA and other 

countries. 

9. This case is also about waiver - constructive and implied. Article VII, section 8, in 

mandatory language, renders all the immunities absolute " ... except when the Bank waives this 

immunity". Waiver, even implied waiver, must be intentional. The verb "to waive" requires a 

positive intentional act. 

10. Nordheimer J. of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice, from whose decision this case 

comes to the Court, determined that the Bank enjoyed immunity from the jurisdiction of the 

Ontario Superior Court, but that that immunity had been "impliedly" waived by the 

"benefit/burden" exception to Crown immunity. Nordheimer J. relied, in error, on this Court's 

Decision in Sparling v. Quebec (Caisse de depot et de placement). That case was uniquely a 
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Canadian federalism case dealing with the overlap of constitutional powers. The principles of 

that case are inapplicable to the issue of immunity and wrongly applied to the present case. 

Reference: Sparling v. Quebec (Le Caisse de depot et placement du 
Quebec), [1988] 2 S.C.R. 1015, Appellant's Authorities, 
Volume II, Tab 25 

11. Nordheimer J. further misconstrued and misapplied the provisions of the Treaty and the 

objectives of the Bank. The Bank funds and guarantees financing for infrastructure projects in 

developing countries to alleviate world poverty. That is its raison d'etre. In conjunction 

therewith, it strives to insure that the monies it provides are used entirely for the selected projects 

and not as kickbacks by unscrupulous contractors corrupting foreign public officials with bribes 

in order to obtain the development contract. 

12. Confidential informants advised the Bank's investigative unit, INT, that SNC Lavalin, a 

Canadian engineering firm, was in the process of bribing Bangladeshi officials to grant it one of 

the contracts comprising the $2.9 billion Padma Bridge Project. The Bank investigated the 

allegations, confronted SNC Lavalin and agreed with the company that it would be debarred, for 

10 years, from bidding on or participating in any Bank financed project. The Bank fully 

achieved its goals and objectives. 

13. The Bank, in recognition of Canada's interest, distinct and apart from the interest of the 

Bank, provided all of its investigative information to the RCMP. The RCMP carried out its own 

independent investigation, interviewed some of the four confidential informants itself and made 

disclosure of all of the information it received from the Bank as well as all the investigative 

information it researched and developed on its own, including all the information it put before a 

judge to obtain wire-tap authorization. All this voluminous information was given to the four 

accused charged under Canada's Foreign Corruption of Public Officials Act ("CFPOA"). The 

Bank did not participate in or influence the RCMP in any way. The Bank has achieved its 

objective by the debarment of SNC Lavalin. It obtains no benefit from the prosecution of four 

Canadian individuals. There is no corresponding burden on it. The benefit, if any, of the 

prosecution is for the Canadian public: 
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In British Coal Corp. v. Dennis Rye Ltd. (No. 2), it was held that, as the 
party had a duty to assist in the conduct of the criminal case, it would be 
contrary to public policy to construe disclosure of documents as an 
express or implied waiver of the privilege which had been accorded the 
documents in the civil action. 

Reference: British Coal Corp. v Dennis Rye Ltd et al (No. 2) [1988] 3 All 
ER 816 CA, page 822, Appellant's Authorities, Volume I, 
Tab 5 

14. Nordheimer, J., in error, interpreted section 8 of Article 7 to require the inclusion of the 

word "expressly" in order to exclude the concept of an "implied" waiver. The section states: 

SECTION 8 - Immunities and Privileges of Officers and Employees 

All governors, executive directors, alternate officers and employees of 
the Bank 

( 1) shall be immune from legal process with respect to acts 
performed by them in their official capacity except when the Bank wives 
this immunity. 

N ordheimer J.' s interpretation of the section is inconsistent with and contrary to the principle of 

statutory interpretation of the Court and contrary to the principles of interpretation of the Vienna 

Convention. Moreover, factually, in each and every transmission by the Bank to the RCMP, the 

Bank, expressly reserved all its immunities. 

15. Nordheimer J. found that the several immunities enumerated in Article VII were singular, 

not plural. Having found that there was an "implied" waiver of section 8 of Article VII, 

Nordheimer J. was then confronted with section 5 of Article VII: 

SECTION 5 - Immunity of Archives 

The archives of the Bank are inviolable. 

In error, Nordheimer J. interpreted Article VII to contain only one immunity, not several. 

Further, he concluded that "archives" referred only to historical documents and that the word 

"inviolable" only protected documents from search and seizure not from compelled production. 

Article VII provides immunities in very express language, to the Bank, to its property, to its 
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assets, to its communications and to its directors, officers and employees - several separate and 

distinct immunities. 

THE STRUCTURE AND ROLE OF THE WORLD BANK 

16. The World Bank Group is comprised of five separate institutions being the International 

Bank for Reconstruction and Development ("IBRD"), the International Development Agency 

("IDA"), the International Finance Corporation ("IFC"), the Multilateral Investment Guarantee 

Agency ("MIGA") and the International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes 

("ICSID"). Each of the five institutions has its own set of governing documents: IBRD, IDA, 

and IFC are governed by Articles of Agreement, while MIGA and ICSID are governed by 

Conventions. 

Reference: Reasons for Decision of Nordheimer J. dated December 23, 
2014 ("Nordheimer Decision"), paras. 2-7, Appellant's 
Record, Volume I, Tab 2, pp. 7-8; 
Affidavit of Galina Mikhlin-Oliver sworn February 18, 2015 
("MO Affidavit"), para. 4, Appellant's Record, Volume I, Tab 
5,p.33 

17. 18 8 member countries have incorporated these constituent documents into their national 

laws. 

Reference: Nordheim er Decision, paras. 16-19, Appellant's Record, 
Volume I, Tab 2, pp. 10-11 

18. The Bank was created in 1944 at the Bretton Woods International Treaty in accordance 

with its Articles of Agreement. Canada was one of the founding members. Initially, Canada 

implemented the Articles of Agreement through a Privy Council Order of December 21, 1945. 

Under the Order, sections 2 to 9 inclusive of Article VII of the Articles of Agreement will have 

the force oflaw in Canada. Subsequently, the Bank was fully recognized in Canada by an Act of 

Parliament entitled The Bretton Act. 

Reference: Nordheimer Decision, paras. 17-19, Appellant's Record, 
Volume I, Tab 2, p. 10 
MO Affidavit, para. 6, and Exhibit "B" thereto, Appellant's 
Record, Volume I, Tab 5, p. 33, SB, pp. 45-47 
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19. The Bank is headquartered in Washington, DC. It has more than 10,000 employees in 

more than 100 offices worldwide. Members of IBRD and IDA are sovereign nations. Canada is 

a member of both organizations. 

20. The Board of Governors of the Bank consists of a member from each of 188 recognizing 

countries. The Minister of Finance of Canada is Canada's Governor on the Board of the Bank. 

Reference: MO Affidavit, paras. 8-9, Appellant's Record, Volume I, Tab 
5,p.33 

21. In the present case, an international consortium, led by the Bank, and which included the 

Asian Development Bank, the Japan International Cooperation Agency, and the Islamic 

Development Bank, had agreed to lend Bangladesh up to $2. 9 billion for a 6-km ( 4-mile) multi

purpose bridge over the river Padma (the "Padma Bridge Project"). The Bank itself, (through 

IDA) was to lend Bangladesh $1.2 billion. 

Reference: MO Affidavit, para. 29, Appellant's Record, Volume I, Tab 5, 
p.39 

22. After the submission of technical and financial proposals from companies bidding on the 

contract, the Government of Bangladesh ("GoB") recommended that the contract be awarded to 

SNC Lavalin Group. 

Reference: MO Affidavit, para. 30, Appellant's Record, Volume I, Tab 5, 
p.40 

The Bank's Lending Objectives 

23. The purpose of the Bank is to extend loans, grants and credits to developing and 

transitioning countries to assist in the reconstruction and development of various projects. 

Amongst the purposes are the following: 

(i) To assist in the reconstruction and development of territories of 
members by facilitating the investment of capital for productive 
purposes, including the restoration of economies destroyed or disrupted 
by war, the reconversion of productive facilities to peacetime needs and 
the encouragement of the development of productive facilities and 
resources in less developed countries. 
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(ii) To promote private foreign investment by means of guarantees or 
participations in loans and other investments made by private investors; 
and when private capital is not available on reasonable terms, to 
supplement private investment by providing, on suitable conditions, 
finance for productive purposes out of its own capital, funds raised by it 
and its other resources. 

Reference: Articles of Agreement of IBRD, Article I, Exhibit "C" to the 
MO Affidavit, Appellant's Record, Volume I, Tab 5C, p. 51 

24. To be eligible for World Bank loans, countries have to become Bank members. This 

requires first joining the International Monetary Fund (IMF), then joining IBRD and 

subsequently IDA. Member countries help to fund the Bank through share capital contributions, 

which along with voting rights, are based on member country GDP (50 percent), openness (30 

percent), economic variability (15 percent), and international reserves (5 percent). 

Reference: MO Affidavit, para. 11, Appellant's Record, Volume I, Tab 5, 
p.34 

The Bank's Requirements to Combat Fraud 

25. The Articles of Agreement of IBRD and IDA require the institutions to make 

arrangements to ensure that financings provided by them are used for their intended purposes and 

with due attention to economy and efficiency. This fundamental requirement is characterized by 

the Bank as the "fiduciary duty", which forms the legal and policy basis for much of the Bank's 

fiduciary framework for its operations, including its project-level anti-corruption efforts. 

Reference: MO Affidavit, para. 15, Appellant's Record, Volume I, Tab 5, 
p.35 

26. Integral to the Bank's lending program is a robust system of accountability to ensure that 

funds are used for the designated purpose, and not lost to corruption. Collectively known as the 

"integrity regime", these are both operational and administrative in character. 

27. On the operational side, the Bank has developed anti-corruption provisions in its legal 

agreements with borrowers and other recipients of World Bank funds, as well as practices and 

procedures aimed at reducing the risk of, or detecting and addressing, potential fraud and 

corruption in World Bank-financed operations. World Bank Procurement Guidelines, Consultant 
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Guidelines and Guidelines on Preventing and Combating Fraud and Corruption in Projects ("The 

Anti-Corruption Guidelines") are incorporated by reference into the World Bank's legal 

agreements with borrowers. These documents, among other things, set out the definitions of 

sanctionable practices, and grant the World Bank access to bid and contract documentations 

through a third party audit clause. For example, paragraph 9(d)(ii) of the Anti-Corruption 

Guidelines obligates borrowers to include provisions in its agreements with each recipient of 

loan proceeds "requiring such recipient to permit the Bank to inspect all of their accounts and 

records and other documents relating to the project required to be maintained pursuant to the 

Loan Agreement and to have them audited by, or on behalf of, The Bank". 

Reference: MO Affidavit, para. 18-19, Appellant's Record, Volume I, 
Tab 5, p. 36 

28. On the administrative side, the Bank has a formal process for investigating and 

subsequently sanctioning firms and individuals which have been found to have engaged in fraud 

and corruption in the Bank's financed projects, primarily by declaring them ineligible to be 

awarded WBG-financed contracts, a step known as "debarment". Sanctions are intended to 

advance the fiduciary duty by excluding corrupt actors from access to World Bank financing, 

while serving as a deterrent both for the sanctioned firm and for others. The administrative 

sanctioning process was utilized with respect to the SNC Lavalin Group's participation in the 

Padma Bridge Project and resulted in a negotiated resolution whereby SNC Lavalin Group 

voluntarily agreed to be debarred from participating for 10 years in projects funded by the Bank. 

Reference: MO Affidavit, para. 20-21, Appellant's Record, Volume I, 
Tab 5, p. 37 

Integrity Vice Presidency ("INT") and the Origins of the Present Dispute 

29. INT, an independent unit within the Bank reporting to the President, is charged with, 

among other things, identifying and investigating allegations and other indications that 

sanctionable practices may have occurred in connection with WBG-financed projects and 

commencing sanctions proceedings when it deems it appropriate. The INT is part of the Bank 

and has jurisdiction over the whole group. 
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Nordheimer Decision, paras. 4 and 25, Appellant's Record, 
Volume I, Tab 2, pp. 7 and 13 
MO Affidavit, paras. 23, Appellant's Record, Volume I, Tab 
5,p.38 

30. INT's investigations are carried out in an atmosphere free of improper influence, or even 

the perception of improper influence. Therefore, to ensure the independence of its activities, the 

Vice President of INT reports directly to the President of the Bank Group. 

31. INT maintains effective lines of communication to permit Bank staff and, by analogy to 

informer privilege, the public to submit to INT any allegations of staff misconduct or allegations 

of fraud or corruption in Bank projects. Given the context of some of the countries in which the 

Bank works, INT receives allegations and information from a number of sources, including some 

who choose to remain anonymous, and who have justified fear, were they discovered, to be the 

source of the allegation. To prevent the possibility of retaliation or interference with an 

investigation, and to encourage the repo1iing of fraud and corruption, the identities of sources of 

allegations are kept confidential. 

32. It would be destructive of INT's credibility and ability to fulfill its mandate going forward 

were it to ever breach any undertakings or promise of confidentiality it has made. 

Reference: Nordheimer Decision, para. 41, Appellant's Record, Volume 
I, Tab 2, p. 17; 
MO Affidavit, para. 28, Appellant's Record, Volume I, Tab 5, 
p. 39 

33. As part of its investigative procedures, INT recognizes a need to keep certain information 

it collects confidential. This is usually for the following reasons: (a) to preserve the integrity of 

an investigation and prevent interference with the investigation or destruction of evidence; (b) to 

protect those who assist INT in its investigations who might otherwise face retaliation; and, ( c) to 

reassure potential witnesses, complainants and whistleblowers that they can come forward 

confident in the knowledge that their identities will be kept confidential. 

Reference: Nordheimer Decision, paras. 40-41, Appellant's Record, 
Volume I, Tab 2, p. 17 
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34. INT has jurisdiction over Bank-financed projects globally. INT is not in a position to 

provide protection to witnesses other than through the strict maintenance of confidentiality of 

their identity and cooperation. INT will not reveal the identities of individuals or other entities 

that cooperate with INT or disclose information that may enable their identification to be 

determined. To this end, INT redacts all of its reports, including Referral reports to national 

authorities, to omit any information that may identify a confidential witness. INT's promise of 

confidentiality is always subject to the full cooperation and truthfulness of those cooperating 

with INT. 

Reference: MO Affidavit, para. 32, Appellant's Record, Volume I, Tab 5, 
p.40 

35. In March 2011, INT received credible allegations from a number of sources, some of 

whom were anonymous and others who were known to INT, about corruption in the procurement 

process and the offer of bribes to a number of senior Bangladeshi officials, including government 

officials. The credibility of the information was verified based on internal consistencies, 

matching of details with other available records and sources, prior history of providing accurate 

information, and the sources' ability to anticipate certain events. INT believes the informants 

might face serious economic or perhaps physical retribution if their identities or roles were to be 

discovered. These allegations, received by INT, were that SNC Lavalin officials had agreed to 

pay a percentage of the contract amount to GoB officials in exchange for favorable treatment. 

Reference: Nordheimer Decision, paras. 4-6, Appellant's Record, Volume 
I, Tab 2, pp. 7-8 

36. In April 2011, INT provided to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police ("RCMP"), explicitly 

subject to its immunities, for its consideration, the verified information that the Bank had 

gathered from its confidential and other sources while the Bank continued with its investigations 

which led to the debarment of SNC Lavalin for 10 years and the non-funding of the loan. 

37. In the Padma Bridge case, INT advised the RCMP at the outset that it had made 

undertakings to particular individuals not to reveal their identities or disclose information that 

would enable their identification, and that INT would abide by its commitments for the reasons 

discussed above. Thereupon, the RCMP initiated its own investigation in furtherance of its own 
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mandate to gather information of potential criminal activity. The RCMP proceeded with its 

investigation in the knowledge that INT would not reveal the identities of certain individuals, 

and that INT would redact any information that may disclose these individuals' identities from all 

materials provided by INT to the RCMP before those materials were further disclosed. 

Reference: MO Affidavit, para. 31, Appellant's Record, Volume I, Tab 5, 
p.40 

38. The INT has provided to the RCMP its investigative documents, with each transmission 

indicating that it expressly maintains its immunities, including its immunity from legal process in 

Canada: 

This letter responds to your request that the World Bank Integrity Vice 
Presidency ("INT") review its files regarding INT's administrative fact
finding inquiry into allegations of corruption affecting the Padma 
Multipurpose Bridge Project in Bangladesh ("PMBP"), and identify 
records responsive to a Third Party Records Application filed by counsel 
for Mr. Kevin Wallace in R. v. Kevin Wallace on September 15, 2014 
that have not been previously disclosed to the RCMP. 

Like all documents in the World Bank's archives, these records, and 
related information such as their descriptive details, are inviolable. INT, 
and the World Bank, are also immune from legal process in Canada. This 
inviolability and immunity is provided by Article VII, Sections 5 and 8, 

of the Articles of Agreement of the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development, as implemented in Canada through the 
Bretton Woods and Related Agreements Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. B-7, and 
Privy Council Order 7421 of December 21, 1945. 

Without prejudice to this inviolability, or the other privileges and 
immunities possessed by the World Bank and its staff, which are 
expressly reserved, INT is willing to voluntarily respond to your request. 
If it is deemed necessary to further share this letter, or the records 
enclosed herein, all steps necessary to protect the letter's and records' 
strict confidentiality should be taken. 

To respond to your request, INT staff members have reviewed TNT's 
files regarding our PMBP administrative fact-finding inquiry. Before 
identifying the records that INT has not shared with the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police ("RCMP"), I wish to note the extent of our voluntary 
information and record sharing, as it is comprehensive. 

INT first provided the RCMP with PMBP-related information through 
email correspondence and written reports, including a series of Liaison. 
Reports. The Liaison Reports contain, among other information, 
verbatim extracts of relevant records in lNT's possession, including 
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communications with four individuals who provided INT with PMBP
related information and allegations ("tipsters"). 

In Liaison Reports dated April 18, 2011, and April 27, 2011 INT 
provided the RCMP with image snapshot copies of all of INT's 
communications with tipsters 3 and 4 regarding the PMBP. INT has 
agreed to the disclosure of these Liaison Reports without redaction. 

Reference: Letter of November 26, 2014 from Zimmerman to Roy, 
Exhibit "G" to the MO Affidavit ("November 26, 2014 
Letter"), Appellant's Record, Volume I, pp. 102-105 

I refer to the subpoena to witness dated September 18, 2014, against Mr. 
Christopher R. Kim, an employee of the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development (the "World Bank"), requesting 
testimony concerning and production of various documents allegedly 
encompassing an investigative file concerning suspected corruption by 
SNC Lavalin Inc. 

Please be advised that the World Bank is a public inter-governmental 
organization established by international treaty in accordance with its 
Articles of Agreement. Canada is a member of the World Bank. The 
Articles of Agreement have been implemented in Canada through the 
Bretton Woods and Related Agreements Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. B-7, and 
Privy Council Order 7421 of December 21, 1945 (see Enclosure 1). 
Under the order, Sections 2 to 9 inclusive of Article VII of the Articles of 
Agreement shall have the force of law in Canada. 

Atticle VII sets forth provisions relating to the World Bank's status, 
immunities and privileges. Section 5 provides that the archives of the 
World Bank shall be inviolable. 

Section 8 provides that all employees of the World Bank shall be 
immune from legal process with respect to acts performed by them in 
their official capacity. Pursuant to section 10, each member state, 
including Canada, agrees to undertake such action as is necessary in its 
own territories for the purpose of making effective in terms of its own 
law the principles set forth in Article VII. Section 10 has resulted in the 
legislation referred to in the preceding paragraph. Consequently, the 
World Bank cannot be compelled to disclose or release non-public 
information. In other words, the records of the World Bank cannot be 
subject to a subpoena. 

Moreover, even if the staff of the World Bank were subject to judicial 
process, Mr. Christopher R. Kim (to whom the instant subpoena is 
directed) does not have authority to access the relevant documents. Mr. 
Kim can therefore not produce the relevant documents. 

Because the World Bank does not waive its archival immunity or its 
immunity for employees with respect to acts performed by them in their 
official capacity, it respectfully requests that the subpoena to witness be 
withdrawn. 
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Letter of September 22, 2014 from Rivero to Fenton, 
Appellant's Record, Volume VI, Tab 8, pp. 155-158 

39. The log of information provided by the Bank to the RCMP contains 175 transmissions of 

relevant investigative information. The three transcripts of the interviews with the informants, 

Messrs. Muhammad Mustafa and Zeaul Huq, comprise more than 440 pages of questions and 

answers revealing the extent of their knowledge of the corruption of Bangladeshi officials by 

SNC Lavalin and its agents and representatives. 

Reference: Transmission log of World Bank Group, Appellant's Record, 
Volume VI, Tab 9, pp. 159-163 
Transcript of ROI with Muhammad Mustafa dated November 
10, 2011, Appellant's Record, Volume IV, Tab 6M, pp. 1-184 
Transcript of Interview with Zeaul Huq and Muhammad 
Mustafa dated September 21, 2011, Appellant's Record, 
Volume V, Tab 6N, pp. 1-125 
Transcript of Interview of Muhammad Mustafa dated 
September 22, 2011, Appellant's Record, Volume VI, Tab 60, 
pp. 1-141 

40. This voluminous investigative information, together with further additional information 

that the RCMP has developed, including information obtained from its wiretap authorizations, 

have been fully transmitted to the four accused. 

41. The Bank has not produced, and objects to producing other records including its 

deliberative records, its internal communications with a member of the Government of 

Bangladesh and its negotiations with SNC Lavalin which led to the settlement of the 

administrative process whereby SNC Lavalin was debarred from participating for 10 years in 

projects funded by the Bank. The existence of the settlement has been made public and is on the 

Bank's website. 

Reference: November 26, 2014 Letter, Appellant's Record, Volume I, 
Tab 50, pp. 102-105 

42. Whether or not the RCMP concludes that it has accumulated, through authorized 

wiretaps, the Bank materials and its own investigations sufficient evidence to establish a 

reasonable prospect of conviction is for the RCMP and a Canadian Crown Attorney to decide. 
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The Bank's cooperation with the RCMP is incidental to and distinct from and is not at all 

necessary to the fulfilment of the Bank's own mandate. 

Proceedings Before Justice Nordheimer 

43. The four individual respondents have been charged with an offence under the CFPOA. 

They brought an Application for an Order requiring the Bank to produce various documents and 

to validate subpoenas issued to two employers of the Bank, Messrs. Haynes and Kim. 

Reference: Nordheimer Decision, para. 1, Appellant's Record, Volume I, 
Tab 2, p. 6-7 

44. Nordheimer J. ordered: 

(a) the subpoenas for Christopher Kim and Paul Haynes were validly served; and 

(b) the Bank has, on the particular facts of this case, waived its immunity such that 

this court has jurisdiction to order production of documents in its possession. 

Reference: Nordheimer Decision, para. 67, Appellant's Record, Volume 
I, Tab 2, p. 24 

PART II- QUESTIONS IN ISSUE 

45. Whether deference is to be accorded to the immunities of the Bank by virtue of the 

Bretton Act, this Court's Decision in Amaratunga and international law as established by 

judgments of foreign courts and the Vienna Convention? 

46. Whether to waive any of the immunities in Article VII there must be an intentional act 

and must it be made at the direction of the President or of the Executive Board of the Bank? 

47. Whether the absence of the word "expressly" before "waives" weakens the strength of 

the immunities or permits any employee in the Bank to impliedly waive the immunities accorded 

to the Bank? 

48. Whether the benefit/burden principle derived from Canadian federalism has any 

application to the absolute immunities guaranteed to the Bank? 
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49. Whether, on these facts, in any event, there was a benefit sought by the Bank and which 

accrued to it such that it equates to an implied waiver of its immunities? 

50. Whether the panoply of immunities in Article VII is singular such that an implied waiver 

of one undermines the inviolability of the archived material which enjoys its own separate 

immunity. Whether archived is, in context, to be interpreted to encompass historical documents 

only? 

PART III - STATEMENT OF ARGUMENT 

THE PURPOSES AND ROBUSTNESS OF IMMUNITIES 

51. The Bank and its staff have been accorded privileges and immunities by member 

countries to enable the organization to carry out its operations and mandate. The Articles 

describe the purposes of privileges and immunities as follows: 

SECTION 1. Purposes of the Article 

To enable the Bank to fulfill the functions with which it is entrusted, the 
status, immunities and privileges set forth in this Article shall be 
accorded to the Bank in the territories of each member. 

The Bank's immunities from legal process include disclosure of information and evidence 

through subpoenas, warrants, or court orders. Similarly, the Bank staff are entitled to immunities 

that protect staff from liability for any duties performed in their official capacity. 

52. The different immunities, contained in the various Articles of Agreement, in mandatory 

language, preceded in each instance by "shall" comprise an all-encompassing shield: 

ARTICLE VII 

Status, Immunities and Privileges 

SECTION 1. Purposes of the Article 

To enable the Bank to fulfill the functions with which it is entrusted, the 
status, immunities and privileges set forth in this Article shall be 
accorded to the Bank in the territories of each member. 

SECTION 4. Immunity of Assets from Seizure 
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Property and assets of the Bank, wherever located and by whomsoever 
held, shall be immune from search, requisition, confiscation, 
expropriation or any other form of seizure by executive or legislative 
action. 

SECTION 5. Immunity of Archives 

The archives of the Bank shall be inviolable. 

SECTION 6. Freedom of Assets from Restrictions 

To the extent necessary to carry out the operations provided for in this 
Agreement and subject to the provisions of this Agreement, all property 
and assets of the Bank shall be free from restrictions, regulations, 
controls and moratoria of any nature. 

SECTION 7. Privilege for Communications 

The official communications of the Bank shall be accorded by each 
member the same treatment that it accords to the official communications 
of other members. 

SECTION 8. Immunities and Privileges of Officers and Employees 

All governors, executive directors, alternates, officers and employees of 
the Bank 

(i) shall be immune from legal process with respect to acts performed by 
them in their official capacity except when the Bank waives this 
immunity; (emphasis added) 

SECTION 10. Application of Article 

Each member shall take such action as is necessary in its own territories 
for the purpose of making effective in terms of its own law the principles 
set forth in this Article and shall inform the Bank of the detailed action 
which it has taken. (emphasis added) 

53. Privileges and immunities help the Bank fulfill its functions by ensuring independence 

from member countries and efficient operations across national borders. Through these 

provisions, member countries have pledged that they will not attempt to unilaterally garner an 

undue share of influence over the organization's affairs through national laws and judicial 

actions. If one country could conform operations of the organization to the laws of that country 

through judicial decisions, then all other countries could do likewise, fragmenting the institution 

and compromising its independence. Privileges and immunities are at the heart of 

multilateralism and effective functioning of the Bank. Without their protection, individual 

member countries could impose a myriad of national legal obligations on the institution, 

impairing its ability to conduct business efficiently, chilling open and frank discussions between 
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staff, management and member countries, undermining the global, multilateral nature of the 

organization envisioned by the Articles. 

54. The immunities accorded to the Bank are not to be whittled down by narrow 

interpretation and application because, as this Court recognized, in Amaratunga: "International 

organizations are active and necessary actors on the international stage''. The international 

community has collectively identified and agreed to the extensive immunities essential to the 

accomplishment of the Ban1c's mandate. The work and efforts of the Bank continuously for the 

last 70 years has contributed mightily to assist developing countries and to lift their populations 

out of poverty. In the sphere of international organizations, the Baille is recognized as essential. 

Reference: Amaratunga v. Northwest Atlantic Fisheries, supra, para. 1, 
Appellant's Authorities, Volume I, Tab 1 

55. Canada and 187 other nations have recognized the vital role for the Bank by signing the 

Articles of Agreement and incorporating them into their domestic laws. Extreme caution must 

be exercised by any domestic national court in restricting the scope and reach of the immunities 

given the worldwide impact of any such decisions. 

Reference: The Bretton Woods and Related Agreements Act, R.S.C. 1985, 
c.B-7 

56. This Court and foreign courts have recognized the requirement for expansive and robust 

the interpretation of its immunities: 

... This reality makes immunity essential to the efficient and independent 
functioning of international organizations. It also shapes the immunities 
and privileges that are granted to international organizations. Such 
immunities and privileges are created through a complex interplay of 
international agreements and the national law of host states. 

It bears repeating at this point that immunity is essential to the efficient 
functioning of international organizations. Without immunity, an 
international organization would be vulnerable to intrusions into its 
operations and agenda by the host state and that state's comts. See W. M. 
Berenson, "Squaring the Concept of Immunity with the Fundamental 
Right to a Fair Trial: The Case of the OAS", in H. Cisse, D. D. Bradlow 
and B. Kingsbury, eds., The World Bank Legal Review (2012), vol. 3, 
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133. See also L. Preuss, "The International Organizations Immunities 
Act" (1946), 40 Am. J. Int'l L. 332, at p. 345. 

Reference: Amaratunga, supra, paras. 29, 30 and 45, Appellant's 
Authorities, Volume I, Tab I 

57. This Court's analysis and application of immunity is consistent with decisions from 

courts of many nations. With respect to the Bank in particular, the United States Court of 

Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in Mendaro v World Bank, recognized that the 

immunity of the Bank protected it from a sexual harassment suit brought by an employee based 

in the Bank's offices in Washington. The Court stressed that determining the scope of the Bank's 

immunity required appreciating the purpose for which it existed: 

The strong foundation in international law for the privileges and 
immunities accorded to international organizations denotes the 
fundamental importance of these immunities to the growing efforts to 
achieve coordinated international action through multinational 
organizations with specific missions. It is well established under 
international law that an international organization is entitled to such 
privileges and such immunity from the jurisdiction of a member state as 
are necessary for the fulfillment of the purposes of the organization, 
including immunity from legal process, from financial controls, taxes 
and duties. The premises, archives, and communications of international 
organizations are shielded from interference by member states, and 
international agreements often grant limited immunities to the officials of 
international organizations. One of the most important protections 
granted to international organizations is immunity from suits by 
employees of the organization in actions arising out of the employment 
relationship. Courts of several nationalities have traditionally recognized 
this immunity, and it is now an accepted doctrine of customary 
international law. 

Like the other immunities accorded international organizations, the 
purpose of immunity from employee actions is rooted in the need to 
protect international organizations from unilateral control by a member 
nation over the activities of the international organization within its 
territory. The sheer difficulty of administering multiple employment 
practices in each area in which an organization operates suggests that the 
purposes of an organization could be greatly hampered if it could be 
subjected to suit by its employees worldwide. But beyond economies of 
administration, the very structure of an international organization, which 
ordinarily consists of an administrative body created by the joint action 
of several participating nations, requires that the organization remain 
independent from the intranational policies of its individual members. 
Consequently, the charters of many international financial institutions 
contain express provisions designed to guarantee the neutral operation of 
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the organization despite the political policies of the member nations or 
the individual backgrounds of the organizations' officers, and most large 
international organizations have established administrative tribunals with 
exclusive authority to deal with employee grievances. 

Reference: Mendaro v World Bank, 717 F.2d 610 (D.C. Cir, 1983) at pp. 
7-8, Appellant's Authorities, Volume I, Tab 14 
Eurotrends v. Banque Asiatique de Developpement, File No. 
13/07942 (Paris Court of First Instance), 8 April 2015, 
Appellant's Authorities, Volume I, Tab 7 
Federico Torrealba Navas v. Interamericano de Desarrollo 
(BID), File No. 14-018608-0007-CO (Costa Rica Magistrate 
Court); Federico Torrealba Navas v. Jnteramericano de 
Desarrollo (BID), File No. 14-018608-0007-CO (Costa Rica 
Constitutional Court), Appellant's Authorities, Volume I, Tab 
10 
Maurizio Deluca v. United Nations Organization, 841 
F.Supp. 531 (D.C. Cir, 1994) at pp. 1, 5 and 9, Appellant's 
Authorities, Volume I, Tab 12 

58. The immunities and privileges granted by the Articles and by the Statute have been stated 

by this Court to be " 'critical and necessary' to avoid undue interference in the operations of an 

international organization". As stated in the Kim affidavit: 

[ 41] It would be extremely harmful to INT's credibility and ability to 
fulfill its investigative mandate going forward were it to ever renege on 
any undertakings or promise of confidentiality it has made. 

Reference: Nordheimer Decision, para. 41, Appellant's Record, Volume 
I, Tab 2, p. 17 
MO Affidavit, para. 28, Appellant's Record, Volume I, Tab 5, 
p. 39 

59. To illustrate the principle of functional necessity, this Court analogized immunity of an 

international organization to parliamentary privilege: 

16 MacDonald C.J.N.S., writing for the court, held that the 
immunity provided for in s. 3( 1) of the NAFO Immunity Order shielded 
NAFO from the appellant's claims. In reaching that conclusion, he 
adopted a functional approach to the immunity granted in the NAFO 
Immunity Order. 

17 MacDonald C.J.N.S. said that Wright J. had set the bar for a 
finding that NAFO is entitled to immunity too high, essentially requiring 
that the appellant's suit represent "an impermissible intrusion into 
NAFO's internal management", "NAFO's official functions [being] 
significantly impeded", or "excessive interference or hindrance in [its] 
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actual operations" (para. 27). In MacDonald C.J.N.S.'s view, that 
approach was overly restrictive. 

18 MacDonald C.J.N.S. relied on this Court's decision in Canada 
(House of Commons) v. Vaid, 2005 SCC 30, [2005] 1 S.C.R. 667, for 
guidance in interpreting the NAFO Immunity Order. He found that it was 
appropriate to apply the rationale of necessity and autonomy adopted in 
the con-text of parliamentary privilege to the determination of the scope 
of the immunity granted to NAFO. He reasoned that just as 
parliamentary immunity exists to preserve Parliament's autonomy as a 
legislative and deliberative body, NAFO's immunity has been granted to 
preserve its autonomy as an international organization consisting of 
many nations. 

19 MacDonald C.J.N.S. drew three guiding principles from Vaid. 
First, immunity is rooted in "necessity", and a broad view should be 
taken of the concept of "necessity". Second, what is "necessary" is the 
preservation of the organization's autonomy to carry out its functions. 
Third, in the employment context, the closer an aggrieved employee's 
tasks come to the organization's core function, the more likely it is that 
the organization's autonomy will be affected and, therefore, the more 
likely it is that immunity will be required. 

Reference: Amaratunga, supra, paras. 16 to 19 and 51, Appellant's 
Authorities, Volume I, Tab 1 

60. It is useful to consider the immunities of the Bank beside those of the Northwest Atlantic 

Fisheries Organization ("NAFO"). In the Bank's Article VII, there are no qualifiers regarding 

immunities, no caveats. This is to be contrasted with the NAFO Immunity Order, which has the 

qualifier that is immunity is accorded "to such extent as may be required in the performance of 

its functions". Nevertheless, the Court, with a slight exception for the separation indemnity, 

arising directly from rule 10.4 of the NAFO Staff Rules, upheld NAFO immunity: 

63 The fact that the appellant has no forum in which to air his 
grievances and seek a remedy is unfortunate. However, it is the nature of 
an immunity to shield certain matters from the jurisdiction of the host 
state's courts. As La Forest J. said in Re Canada Labour Code in the 
context of sovereign immunity, it is an "inevitable result" of a grant of 
immunity that certain parties will be left without legal recourse, and this 
is a "policy choice implicit" in the legislation: p. 91. The same holds true 
in the instant case. 

Reference: Amaratunga, supra, para. 63, Appellant's Authorities, Volume 
I, Tab 1 
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NO EXTRA TERRITORIAL IMPACT OF THE SUBPOENAS 

61. Mendaro concerned the Bank's physical presence in the territorial jurisdiction of the 

court. Even then, the policy underlying the Bank's immunity defeated a claim by one of its 

employees. The basis for denying immunity is not even arguable where a court purports to assert 

"long-arm" jurisdiction over an international organization with no presence in Canada. In R. v. 

Lore, Justice Fish, as he then was, denied a motion by an accused to compel production of 

documents gathered by a U.S. Drug Enforcement Agent, James Hunt, even though the contention 

was that " ... these materials would have helped him impeach the evidence of the Crown's 'two 

main witnesses' ... ". 

48 Accordingly, even assuming existence of the materials for which 
an order is sought, I see no basis upon which this Court can require the 
prosecution to remit what it neither has nor controls. And surely the 
Court has no jurisdiction to order anyone in the United States to disclose 
anything at all to the R.C.M.P., to the Crown or to the appellant directly. 

Reference: R. v. Lore (1997), 116 CCC (3d) 255 (Que CA) at pp. 264-
265, Appellant's Authorities, Volume II, Tab 19 

62. Justice Nordheimer did not question the principle that a court in Canada exercising 

criminal law jurisdiction has no power to issue a subpoena directed a foreign resident compelling 

him or her to make disclosure of documents in a Canadian proceeding. Nor was there any basis 

to question the principle. Section 701(1) of the Criminal Code on which Nordheimer J. relied in 

issuing the subpoenas in this case provides that "Subject to subsection (2), a subpoena shall be 

served in a province by a peace officer or any other person who is qualified in that province to 

serve civil process, in accordance with subsection 509(2), with such modifications as the 

circumstances require." Section 702(1) of the Criminal Code further evidences the territorial 

limitations on the power to issue subpoenas. It stipulates that a subpoena issued by, inter alia, a 

superior court of criminal jurisdiction "has effect anywhere in Canada in according to its terms." 

Reference: Criminal Code, (R.S.C., 1985, c. C-46), Subsections 701(1), 
702(1) 

63. The case law concerning the corresponding language applicable to summonses in section 

703.1 of the Criminal Code, which provides that a summons may be served "anywhere in 
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Canada", has been held not to authorize the extraterritorial service of summonses. Fish JA's 

statement that a court in Canada has no jurisdiction to order a foreign resident to produce 

documents reflects established law. 

Reference: R. v. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Delaware) 2007 ONCA 749 
at para. 6, affirming (2004), 182 CCC (3d) 126 (SC), 
Appellant's Authorities, Volume II, Tab 22 
Re Shulman and The Queen (1975), 23 C.C.C. (2d) 242 at 
247, Appellant's Authorities, Volume II, Tab 24 

64. These restrictions on the extraterritorial reach of the courts power to directly compel 

testimony and documents reflects established norms of comity among nations. A subpoena under 

the Criminal Code threatens sanctions for non-compliance. Under established norms of 

international law such threat is improper when directed against non-residents. This explains the 

explicit reference to the subpoena being effective "in Canada" and to its service "in a province." 

As F.A. Mann has observed: 

Nor is a state entitled to enforce the attendance of a foreign witness 
before its own tribunals by threatening him with penalties in the case of 
non-compliance. There is, it is true, no objection to State, by lawful 
means, inviting or perhaps requiring a foreign witness to appear for the 
purpose of giving evidence. But the foreign witness is under no duty to 
comply, and to impose penalties upon him and to enforce them either 
against his property or against his personally on the occasion of a future 
visit constitutes an excess of criminal jurisdiction and runs contrary to 
the practice of States in regard to the taking of evidence as it has 
developed over a long period of time. 

Reference: F.A. Mann, "The Doctrine of Jurisdiction in International 
Law", (1964-I), 111 Recueil des Cours at p. 137, Appellant's 
Authorities, Volume I, Tab 8 

65. Having accepted that a court in Canada under the Criminal Code has no jurisdiction to 

compel a United States-domiciled person to produce documents in a Canadian proceeding, this 

should have been sufficient to dispose of the application. But Justice Nordheimer nevertheless 

decided to issue them, observing that "it is not clear to me that that principle has any application 

to this case, because it is not clear to me that the World Bank Group would consider itself to be 

any more susceptible to an order of a court of the United States than it is to an order of a 
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Canadian court." With respect to the learned judge, this does not follow. Either the Bank's 

immunity applies, or it does not. 

Reference: Nordheimer Decision, para. 49, Appellant's Record, Volume 
I, Tab 2, pp. 19-20 

66. The absence of territorial jurisdiction over the Bank employees is relevant to the question 

whether their immunity from legal process should be recognized. As the court recognized in 

Mendaro, international organizations "owe their primary allegiance to the principles and policies 

established by their organic documents, and not to the evolving legislation of any one member." 

Any conflict between this allegiance and the responsibility of any citizen to respond to a lawful 

summons should be resolved in the courts of the place where the witness, qua resident is actually 

under a public duty to respond to a summons. It should not be resolved by issuing subpoenas 

against persons outside of Canada and then, as the learned judge did in this case, dismissing the 

extraterritoriality problem as a mere "issue regarding compliance with any order". 

Reference: Nordheimer Decision, para. 51, Appellant's Record, Volume 
I, Tab 2, p. 20 

INTENTIONAL W AIYER OF IMMUNITY REQUIRED 

67. Article VII, section 8, in mandatory language, makes it imperative that all personnel" ... 

shall be immune from legal process ... except when the Bank waives this immunity". 

68. The verb "to waive" and the word "waives" are active words requiring an active, 

intentional act. In both cases, either of an express or of an implied waiver, intention is a 

requirement. The phrase " ... except when the Bank waives" requires a deliberate, intentional act 

of the President of the Bank or of its Executive Board. No one else has the authority to speak on 

behalf of the Bank. 

69. The proper interpretation of waiver, from its clear language, in the context of the Article 

and from the entire Treaty, requires that, to be valid and effective, a waiver must be stated 

expressly and expressed by the President of the Bank or its Executive Board. A waiver of the 

most robust and expansive form of protection, i.e. an immunity, requires a positive, intentional 

act of the body corporate. Waiver of immunity cannot result from any unauthorized act of an 
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employee or junior officer. Waiver only occurs when the president or executive board 

determines that it should in its discretion, in any particular situation, waive a particular 

immunity. 

43 Waiver of sovereign immunity must be by the foreign state. 
Subsections 4(1) and (2) of the SIA speak of waiver by the "foreign 
state" and of submission to the courts by the "state". Since s. 3 of the SIA 
establishes a presumption of immunity, the onus is on the respondent 
PSAC here to establish waiver (Kuwait Airways Corp. v. Iraq, [2010] 2 
S.C.R. 571 at para. 22). 

44 Decisions of the English courts have held that waiver is effective 
only if done explicitly, with full knowledge of the state's rights, and by a 
person with the authority to act for the state (see, for example, R. v. 
Madan, [1961] 2 Q.B. 1 at 7; Baccus S.R.L. v. Servico Nacional Del 
Trigo, [1957] 1 Q.B. 438 (C.A.) at 471; Aziz v. Republic of Yemen, 
[2005] ICR 1391 (C.A.) at para. 56). 

45 Leading English texts also set out stringent requirements for 
waiver of immunity. Waiver must be unequivocal and certain. As well, 
the consent, express or implied, must be that of the state itself, and the 
representative who waives immunity must be authorized by the state to 
do so (Hazel Fox, Q.C., The Law of State Immunity (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2002) at pp. 265, 267). See, also Xiaodong Yang, State 
Immunity and International Law (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2012) at p. 342: 

Thus, whether explicit or implicit, a waiver must be intentional, 
displaying a willingness on the part of the defendant foreign State to 
submit to the jurisdiction; it must be clear, unambiguous and 
unmistakable; and it must be specific, in that it must be directly 
related to the proceedings at hand. 

46 In United States of America v. Friedland (1999), 182 D.L.R. 
(4th) 614, the Ontario Court of Appeal interpreted s. 4(2)(a) of the SIA, 
the provision dealing with waiver by a foreign state that explicitly 
submits to the jurisdiction of a court. The Court observed that "any 
waiver of immunity must be clear and unequivocal; it cannot be 
presumed" (at para. 15). While the Court was not dealing withs. 4(2) and 
(3), as in the present appeal, the statement that waiver must be clear and 
unequivocal is consistent with the English case law above and with 
international law principles. 

4 7 In interpreting s. 4 of the SIA, the modern approach to statutory 
interpretation requires consideration not only of the plain and ordinary 
meaning of the statute, but also a consideration of its objects. Section 3 
presumes sovereign immunity unless there has been waiver or an 
exception applies. Given the importance of sovereign immunity in 
Canadian and international law, s. 4 must be understood as requiring the 
foreign state to clearly waive its immunity. As well, that the waiver must 
be by someone with the authority to give such a waiver on behalf of the 
foreign state. 
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Defense Contract Management Agency - Americas (Canada) 
v. Public Service Alliance of Canada, 2013 ONSC 2005 at 
paras. 43-47 (Div. Ct.), Appellant's Authorities, Volume I, 
Tab 6 
Aziz v. Republic of Yemen, [2005] ICR 1391 (C.A.) at para. 56, 
Appellant's Authorities, Volume I, Tab 2 
Baccus S.R.L. v. Servico Nacional Del Trigo, [1957] 1 Q.B. 
438 (C.A.) at471, Appellant's Authorities, Volume I, Tab 3 
R v. Madan [1961] 2 Q.B. 1 at 7, Appellant's Authorities, 
Volume II, Tab 20 

70. If waiver is to be found in such a case, it is not because the Bank's actions communicated 

an unexpressed intention to waive. Rather, the waiver in this case was imposed by the court 

based on its view of what was just and fair. Certain cases in a privilege context call this 

"constructive" waiver, and it is useful to use this term in contradistinction to "implied" waiver, 

which the Bank submits depends on an established intention to waive that does not exist in this 

case. 

71. By means of a proper, contextual and historical interpretation, the immunities accorded to 

the Bank are essential to its proper functioning. The decision to forego them by waiver must be 

an intentional one. Waiver, of any of these immunities, must be by considered, positive and 

intentional acts. As one commentator has noted: 

whether explicit or implicit, a waiver must be intentional, displaying a 
willingness on the pait of the defendant foreign State to submit to the 
jurisdiction; it must be clear, unambiguous and unmistakable; and it must 
be specific, in that it must be directly related to the proceedings at hand. 

Reference: Xiaodong Yang, State Immunity and International Law 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012) at p. 342, 
Appellant's Authorities, Volume II, Tab 30 
See also United States of America v. Friedland (1999), 46 
O.R. (3d) 321 (CA) at para. 15 ("any waiver of immunity must 
be clear and unequivocal; it cannot be presumed"), 
Appellant's Authorities, Volume II, Tab 26 

72. As Rennie J. recently noted in United States of America v. Zakhary, 

the case law in respect of waiver of immunity accorded foreign states, 
both under the SIA and at international law, is not analogous to the 
treatment of waiver in a domestic law context. Waiver by a foreign state 
must be explicit, it must be unequivocal or unconditional and it must 
be certain. The waiver must also be that of the state itself, and the 
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representative who waives immunity must be authorized by the state to 
do so. 

The same principle is applicable to an alleged "waiver" by an international organization. 

Reference: United States of America v. Zakhary 2015 FC 335 at para. 27, 
Appellant's Authorities, Volume II, Tab 27 

73. Section 8(1) includes the right of the Bank to waive its immunities. In every instance 

when the Bank provided its information, it expressed that it was maintaining all its immunities. 

It never waived any immunity. Any provision of information to a national police force or 

discussion of a Bank investigator with a national policeman cannot be construed to constitute a 

complete waiver over all of the Bank's documents including the deliberative and internal 

documents which it objected to produce. The immunities considered essential by 188 member 

states cannot be compromised in this manner. 

74. Nordheimer J. was also in error in failing to follow the ruling in United States v. 

Chalmers. In that case, the applicant, charged in a scheme to defraud the United Nations Oil for 

Food Program, was denied an order compelling the United Nations to produce documents. 

Reference: United States v. Chalmers, 410 F. Supp. 2d 278, Appellant's 
Authorities, Tab 18 

75. Nordheimer J. improperly distinguished United States v. Chalmers on the bases that: 

(a) the international organization in Chalmers was the United Nations; 

(b) the United Nations responded to requests from the U.S. Government and the 

accused's counsel rather than, as in the case at bar, initiating the provision of the 

investigative record; and 

( c) the UN provision had the words "shall enjoy immunity from every form of legal 

process, except insofar as it has expressly waived its immunity" (emphasis added) 

whereas the Articles of Agreement do not use the word "expressly", but rather 

"shall be immune from legal process with respect to acts performed by them in 
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their official capacity except when the bank waives this immunity". (emphasis 

added) 

Reference: United States v. Chalmers, 410 F. Supp. 2d, 278, Appellant's 
Authorities, Volume II, Tab 28 
Nordheimer Decision, paras. 44-47, Appellant's Record, 
Volume I, Tab 2, pp. 18-19 

76. Even assuming that waiver can be implied, the Bank's conduct in voluntarily disclosing 

documents says nothing about any intention to waive immunity. Indeed, in United States v 

Chalmers, the fact that the United Nations voluntarily disclosed documents to the United States 

was treated as confirming the absence of an intention to waive immunity. The court in Chalmers 

held, voluntary disclosure coupled with a communicated intention not to waive immunity, 

inconsistent with any intention that the disclosing party is subjecting itself to testimonial 

compulsion. 

Reference: United States v. Chalmers, 410 F. Supp. 2d 278, Appellant's 
Authorities, Volume II, Tab 28 

77. The immunity accorded to international organizations such as the Bank is not so fragile 

that it hinges on who makes the request and whether the word "expressly" is used. Justice 

Nordheimer assumed that the absence of the word "expressly" evidenced an intention on the part 

of Parliament to expose the Bank to the loss of its immunity not because the Bank expressed an 

intention to waive its immunity, but rather because a Canadian court chose to ignore the Bank's 

expressed intent. 

78. It is essential that waiver of privileges and immunities of an institution such as the Bank 

be exercised in a predictable manner by the institution and consistently construed and enforced 

by national courts. The concept of an implied waiver runs counter to this objective. An implied 

waiver requires an examination of facts and circumstances to deduce forfeiture of a right when a 

party's willingness and intent to relinquish are less than clear. The legal criteria as well as the 

facts needed to demonstrate an implied waiver vary from one jurisdiction to another, and the 

results differ based on nuances and facts of individual cases. It is unreasonable to conclude, that 

by omitting the single word "expressly," the framers of the Articles of Agreement intended to put 
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the Bank in the position of having the integrity of its documents and the amenability of its 

officials to legal process vary between jurisdictions. 

79. At its highest, even if it is possible, which the Bank denies, for a court to find an 

"implied" waiver, in some circumstances, any such waiver must depend on an unequivocal 

communication of an actual intention to waive immunity. In this case there is no such intention. 

At every turn the Bank made clear that it was not waiving its immunity. 

Reference: See, for example, BNP Paribas v. Bartlett (2012), 113 OR 
(3d) 151 at para. 26 (Ont. SC), Appellant's Authorities, 
Volume I, Tab 4 

NO CONSTRUCTIVE WAIVER OF IMMUNITY 

80. It is difficult to discern whether Nordheimer J. found a waiver, at all, of the Bank's 

immunity. He vacillates between the term "implied waiver" and "a benefit/burden exception". 

He clearly focuses on the "exception" to the immunity and in the result treats it as a waiver - a 

constructive waiver, which is quite distinct and separate in principle from an implied waiver. 

81. Although Nordheimer, J. clearly found that the Bank and its employees were entitled to 

immunity from any legal compulsion, he determined those immunities had been impliedly 

waived by the" 'benefit/burden exception' to Crown immunity". 

Reference: Nordheimer Decision, paras. 27 to 30, Appellant's Record, 
Volume I, Tab 2, pp. 13-14 

82. In entering upon the benefits/burden discussion, Nordheimer J. impermissibly borrowed a 

doctrine of statutory interpretation used in the determination of whether a statute of Parliament or 

of a province may apply to the other level of government even though not expressly so stated. 

Even if the legal doctrine, drawn from Canadian federalism, applies, which in the Appellant's 

submission it does not, it is wrong to treat a Canadian prosecution of accused persons in this 

country as a "benefit" conferred on the Bank. There is no relevant benefits/burden exception to a 

statutory public interest immunity. Sparling v. Quebec (Caisse de depot) was a federalism case 

dealing with whether insider filing provisions of the Canada Business Corporations Act applied 

to a provincial Crown agent in its capacity as a purchaser of shares in a CECA company. The 
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RCMP regularly receives information about potential violations of the criminal law. The receipt 

is not seen as conferring a "private benefit" on the source. If there is anything that can be said to 

resemble a "benefit" in this case, it is a benefit to the Canadian public in the enforcement of 

criminal law. 

83. The benefit/burden exception to Crown immunity expressed by the Court in Sparling v. 

Quebec (Caisse de depot) does not apply to the Articles of Agreement and, further, it has no 

application to this fact situation. In Sparling, the Caisse, as an agent of Quebec, purchased more 

than 10 percent (22.7%) of the shares of Domtar, a publicly traded company. As a result, it 

became an insider of the corporation by virtue of ss. 121 and 122 of the Canada Business 

Corporations Act. Nevertheless, it refused to file an insider report claiming immunity from the 

CECA under s. 16 of the Interpretation Act. 

84. The Court stated: 

Here, the interrelationship between the rights and obligations acquired by 
a purchaser of a share is so close, both conceptually and historically, that 
there can be no question of the application of the benefit/burden 
exception. Indeed, as earlier mentioned, a share is an integral whole. 
Thus the Crown, when it purchases a share of the company to which the 
Act applies is bound by the entirety of the Canada Business 
Corporations Act so far as it defines and regulates the rights and 
obligations of shareholders. 

The language, intent and objective of s. 16 of the Interpretation Act differs significantly from the 

immunities mandated under the Articles of Agreement. In no way has the Bank brought itself 

within the FCPOA as a direct party, taken advantage of the FCPOA, or participated in the 

prosecution under the FCPOA. 

85. The Bank derives no benefit from a prosecution under the FCPOA. The Bank has 

already achieved its own objectives by using its internal, administrative procedures to debar SNC 

Lavalin for 10 years from participating in the Bank's projects. It has also achieved its objectives, 

internally, by not advancing the loan to the Government of Bangladesh to build the Padma 

Bridge. 
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86. Nordheimer J. held that he could impose a waiver on the Bank based on the principle of 

selective waiver drawn from the law of privilege. Nordheimer J. does not explain why the 

specific circumstances of the case before him justify applying the concept of selective waiver, 

even assuming it is relevant to immunity issues in an international law context. Even under the 

law of privilege there is no authority for the proposition that disclosing privileged information to 

a public body is automatically to be regarded as a general waiver of privilege for all purposes. 

Indeed the law in Canada is to the contrary. Nordheimer J.'s reliance on the general statement 

concerning selective waiver from the Sopinka text disregards the authors' specific treatment of 

waiver in circumstances more exactly analogous to the present case: 

Where a party makes privileged documents available to the police for a 
limited purpose, namely, to assist in the conduct of a criminal 
investigation and then a criminal trial, such disclosure cannot be 
construed as a waiver of its privilege to which the party was entitled in 
the civil action for which the documents had been created. In British 
Coal Corp. v. Dennis Rye Ltd. (No. 2), it was held that, as the party had a 
duty to assist in the conduct of the criminal case, it would be contrary to 
public policy to construe disclosure of documents as an express or 
implied waiver of the privilege which had been accorded the documents 
in the civil action. 

Reference: Lederman, Bryant & Fuerst, Sopinka, Lederman & Bryant: 
The Law of Evidence in Canada, 4th Ed., § 14.141, Appellant's 
Authorities, Volume I, Tab 11 
Philip Services Corp. (Receiver of) v. Ontario Securities 
Commission (2005), 77 OR (3d) 209 (Div Ct.) at paras 48-49, 
Appellant's Authorities, Volume I, Tab 15 
British Coal Corp. v Dennis Rye Ltd et al (No. 2), supra, at p. 
822, Appellant's Authorities, Volume I, Tab 5 

87. Far from presuming that a party disclosing privileged documents to the authorities must 

be doing so as part of some ulterior motive, the Court in British Coal operated on the basis that 

the disclosure was a matter of public duty that should be encouraged as a matter of public policy, 

not punished through the deemed loss of privilege. 

88. The reasoning of the court in British Coal is equally apt where an intergovernmental 

organization, like the Bank, voluntarily makes privileged documents and information available to 

the RCMP. It is in the public interest that possible criminal activity is called to the attention of 

the appropriate investigating authorities without it being construed as a waiver of privilege and 
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immunity. This public interest obligation is underscored by the explicit mandate in the Treaty 

charter obliging the Bank to ensure that the proceeds of any loan are used only for the purposes 

for which the loan was granted. There is no basis in logic, nor in the Treaty language, that such 

public interest disclosure would amount to a waiver of the elaborate scheme of protections 

otherwise afforded an intergovernmental organization. 

INVIOLABILITY OF THE ARCHIVES 

89. Article VII, section 5, provides: 

The archives of the Bank are inviolable. 

90. Plainly read, and in the context of the Treaty and its purposes, which are stated in Article 

VII, section 1 as follows: 

SECTION 1. Purposes of the Article 

To enable the Bank to fulfill the functions with which it is entrusted, the 
status, immunities and privileges set forth in this A1ticle shall be 
accorded to the Bank in the tenitories of each member. 

All the documents of the Bank were intended to be fully protected including from any legal 

process of compulsion. It is not logical or right to limit the reach of "inviolable" to merely 

protecting documents from search or seizure, but not from compelled production. Inviolable is a 

word chosen to express the broadest shield, one that cannot be pierced. 

91. The narrow, dictionary-focussed approach to interpretation adopted by the trial judge is 

inconsistent with the case law governing the interpretation of legislation that implements treaty 

obligations. Legislation implementing a treaty should be interpreted in a manner consistent with 

Canada's obligations under the treaty. This invites consideration of the international law rules 

concerning treaty interpretation codified in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. 

These rules should be approached by considering: (1) the "ordinary meaning" of its terms; (2) 

the context; and (3) the object and purpose of the treaty. 
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Febles v. Canada (Citizenship and Immigration), [2014] 3 
SCR 431 at para 16-19, 27, Appellant's Authorities, Volume I, 
Tab 9 

92. Reading an "inviolability of archives" provision as simply protecting historical 

documents from forced seizure is inconsistent with any purposive reading of the Articles of 

Agreement. One author has characterized the "inviolability of archives" provision of the United 

Nations General Convention as having been designed to immunize that organization from 

requests from documentary production requests by national courts: 

The inviolability of international archives does not appear to have raised 
any special problem; it is designed partly to secure the safe-keeping of 
original documents and partly to secure the confidential character of 
official records; it appears to be accepted as self-evident that to 
recognize that the legislative, executive or judicial agencies of any one 
country may call for the production of documents from international 
archives would be to undermine the freedom and independence with 
which international staffs are expected to advise the international 
organizations towards which they have been vested by treaty with an 
exclusive responsibility and to destroy the whole basis of reciprocal 
respect for the confidential character of such archives without which 
governments would be unwilling to communicate confidential 
information to international organizations. 

Reference: Wilfred Jenks, International Immunities (London: Stevens & 
Sons Ltd., 1961) at p. 54. Appellant's Authorities, Volume II, 
Tab 29 

93. Given the foregoing, Nordheimer J. erred in reading down the word "archives". Every 

document of the Bank is filed and stored. A stored document is an archived document. In the 

context of Article VII, and in the range of immunities intended, "archive" means the place where 

each document is stored. The learned judge identified no reason in principle why "historical" 

documents should be shielded but more contemporaneous (and therefore more sensitive) 

documentation should be exposed to orders for production issued by domestic courts. 

94. The more contemporaneous a document is, the more sensitive it is likely to be, and 

therefore more in need of the protection of section 6. Nordheimer l's interpretation assumes that 

the drafters of the Articles irrationally chose to protect only those documents having the least 
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need for protection from disclosure. This approach is not a contextual and purposive approach to 

the interpretation of section 5. 

CANADA'S OBLIGATION TO CLAIM IMMUNITY FOR THE BANK 

95. Each of the 188 countries that are members of the Bank, are signatories to the Treaty and 

whose governments have adopted the Treaty provisions have the obligation to represent the 

interests of the Bank before any national court. 

96. The Crown, as a representative of Canada, fulfilled this obligation before Nordheimer J. 

and put forward sufficient factual information and comprehensive legal argument to maintain the 

immunities of the Bank. 

97. Nordheimer J. therefore erred in suggesting that the Bank showed "disrespect" to the 

Court for failing to attend to assert its immunity. The representation of the Bank by the Crown, 

in this case was consistent with international practice. There is no requirement, nor should there 

be a requirement, that the Bank engaged separate representation regarding the maintenance of its 

immunities when the host nation is a member. This is an established principle of international 

law: 

Since international organizations are recognized entities in international 
Jaw, courts are required to recognize their immunities. It is not necessary 
for international organizations to claim the immunities to which they are 
entitled since such immunity exists as a matter of Jaw and is a fact of 
which judicial notice may be taken. In practice, a suggestion of immunity 
is normally made to a court on behalf of an international organization by 
the competent executive authorities of the States concerned. It goes 
without saying that in such cases the international organization is not 
submitting to the jurisdiction of the court. 

Reference: 

DOCUMENTS 

Memorandum to the Legal Advisor, United Nations Relief and 
Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East, United 
Nations Juridical Yearbook (1984) at p. 189, Appellant's 
Authorities, Volume I, Tab 13 

98. As indicated in paragraphs 38, 39 and 40, supra, the Crown has produced voluminous 

documentation and transcripts, some of which it received from the Bank, and some of which the 
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RCMP developed in its own investigation. The RCMP has not withheld any information, within 

its possession or control, from the accused. All of the information put before the judge that 

authorized the wire taps has been provided to the accused. It will be for the Garofoli judge to 

determine its adequacy. 

99. The Crown has put before the court the intercepted communications of Badrul Alam, 

Abdul Basit, Zulfiquar Bhuiyan, Mohammad Ismail, Ramesh Shah, Kevin Wallace, together and 

with individuals in Bangladesh, which the Crown alleges capture the accused, in both coded and 

direct language, discussing the bribery associated with the Padma Project. 

Reference: Affidavit of Tanit Loraine Gilliam on the Leave Application 
and Motion to Expedite sworn March 10, 2015 ("Gilliam 
Affidavit"), para. 7, Appellant's Record, Volume VI, Tab 7, p. 
143 

100. The Crown's case also relies on emails, electronic and hard copies of documents obtained 

during the execution of search warrants; documents provided by the Bank's integrity unit 

relating to the bids for the consultancy project to oversee the construction of the bridge; and the 

statements of a cooperating witness who attended a key meeting where the bribe was allegedly 

finalized. 

Reference: Gilliam Affidavit, para. 8, Appellant's Record, Volume VI, 
Tab 7, p. 143 

101. Mohammad Ismail and Ramesh Shah were initially charged on April 11, 2012 and were 

committed for trial following a two week preliminary hearing in April 2013. Kevin Wallace and 

Zulfiquar Bhuiyan were charged in September 2013 and were joined with Mohammad Ismail 

and Ramesh Shah through a direct indictment. 

Reference: Gilliam Affidavit, para. 6, Appellant's Record, Volume VI, 
Tab 7, p. 143 

102. Muhammad Mustafa, the cooperating witness, testified at the preliminary inquiry of 

Mohammad Ismail and Ramesh Shah. He is expected to testify at the trial. The Crown 

anticipates Muhammad Mustafa will identify individuals as foreign public officials and place 
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Kevin Wallace at a key meeting in Bangladesh with government officials who were on the list of 

bribe recipients. He can also provide voice identification evidence. 

Reference: Gilliam Affidavit, para. 9, Appellant's Record, Volume VI, 
Tab 7, p. 144 

103. To date, the defence has not raised any potential challenges to the facial validity of the 

Part VI authorizations or search warrants. 

Reference: Gilliam Affidavit, para. 14, Appellant's Record, Volume VI, 
Tab 7, p. 145 

104. Although dates have been set for a Garofoli application, the accused have not yet filed a 

Notice of Application to challenge the wiretaps. In their O'Connor Notice of Application, the 

accused state the Bank's records are "likely relevant" to important issues at trial, the competence 

of witnesses to testify, and to issues relevant to a motion challenging the sub-facial validity to 

various Part VI wiretap authorizations to intercept private communications and s. 487 search 

warrants. 

Reference: Gilliam Affidavit, para. 13, Appellant's Record, Volume VI, 
Tab 7, p. 145 

105. Save exceptional circumstances, an accused is only entitled to the materials put before the 

judge who authorized the wire taps. The onus is on the accused to demonstrate the exceptional 

circumstances by evidence. The accused have not done so. As this Court stated in Pires, the 

Garofoli review hearing is not intended to test the merits. That is for the trial. The review is 

simply an evidentiary hearing to determine the admissibility of relevant evidence about the 

offence obtained pursuant to a presumptively valid court order. 

Reference: R. v. Pires, [2005] 3 S.C.R. 343, pp. 344, 351-352, 360-361, 
Appellant's Authorities, Volume II, Tab 21 
R. v. Barzal, [ 1993] B.C.J. No. 1812 (B.C.C.A.), para. 35, 
Appellant's Authorities, Volume II, Tab 17 
R. v. Terezakis, [2005] B.C.J. No. 3201 (B.C.S.C.), paras. 23-
24, Appellant's Authorities, Volume II, Tab 23 
R. v. Hazelwood, [2000] O.J. No. 459 (S.C.J.), paras. 13-14, 
Appellant's Authorities, Volume II, Tab 18 
R. v. Ahmed, [2012] O.J. No. 6643 (S.C.J.), paras. 17, 19, 
Appellant's Authorities, Volume II, Tab 16 
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106. The Bank refused to produce to the RCMP internal deliberative records, communications 

with a member government, the Government of Bangladesh, communications with SNC Lavalin 

leading to the resolution of a 10 year debar, and communications with legal counsel for a 

charged respondent. It must be correct that the Bank has the right to determine where disclosure 

will undermine and destroy its ability to fulfil its mandate without putting immunities at risk. 

107. The law in Canada is settled. An applicant seeking third party production for the 

purposes of a Garofoli hearing to challenge the authorization of wiretaps is entitled, as of right, 

only to disclosure of the information before the authorizing judge. The documents that the Bank 

objects to producing were never provided to the RCMP by the Bank and are internal 

communications, communications with a member and deliberative considerations. To order 

production of these documents, indeed potentially of all documents within the files and archives 

of the Bank whenever it provides investigative information to a national police force is not 

within the prescription of Garofoli. What hangs in the balance is cooperation by international 

organizations with Canadian authorities for the benefit of Canada. 

PART IV - SUBMISSIONS CONCERNING COSTS 

108. It is respectfully submitted that costs of the appeal be awarded to the appellant to be paid 

by the individual respondents only. 

PART V - ORDER REQUESTED 

109. It is respectfully requested that the appeal be allowed, that the Order of Justice 

Nordheimer be vacated, and that the application be dismissed. 

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED 

Alan J. Lenczner, . and Scott Rollwagen 
LENCZNER SLAGHT ROYCE SMITH GRIFFIN LLP 
Counsel for the Appellant, the World Bank Group 
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PART VII - STATUTORY PROVISIONS 

Criminal Code, (R.S.C., 1985, c. C-46), Subsections 701(1), 702.1 
Code criminal, L.R.C. (1985), ch. C-46 

EXECUTION OR SERVICE OF PROCESS 

701. (1) Subject to subsection (2), a subpoe- na shall be served in a province by a peace offi- cer or any 
other person who is qualified in that province to serve civil process, in accordance with subsection 
509(2), with such modifica- tions as the circumstances require. 

(2) A subpoena that is issued pursuant to paragraph 699(2)(b) shall be served personally on the 
person to whom it is directed. 

(3) [Repealed, 2008, c. 18, s. 32] 

R.S., 1985, c. C-46, s. 701; 1994, c. 44, s. 70; 2008, c. 18,s. 32. 

ExECUTION OU SIGNIFICATION 

701. (1) Sous reserve du paragraphe (2), !'assignation est signifiee dans une province par un agent de la 
paix ou par toute personne habilitee par cette province a ce faire en ma- tiere civile, en 
conformite avec le paragraphe 509(2) et avec Jes adaptations necessaires. 

(2) Une assignation lancee d'apres l'alinea 699(2)b) est signifiee personnellement a la per- sonne a 
qui elle est adressee. 

(3) [Abroge, 2008, ch. 18, art. 32] 

L.R. (1985), ch. C-46, art. 701; 1994, ch. 44, art. 70; 2008,ch. 18, art. 32. 

701.1 Despite section 701, in any province, 8ervice of a document may be made in accor- dance with the 
laws of the province relating to offences created by the laws of that province. 

1997, c. 18, s. 100; 2008, c. 18, s. 33. 

701.1 Par derogation a I' article 701, la signi- fication de tout document peut se faire en conformite avec le 
droit provincial applicable a la signification des actes judiciaires lies a la poursuite des infractions 
provinciales. 

1997, ch. 18, art. 100; 2008, ch. 18, art. 33. 

702. (1) A subpoena that is issued by a provincial court judge or out of a superior court of criminal 
jurisdiction, a court of appeal, an appeal court or a court of criminal jurisdiction has effect 
anywhere in Canada according to its terms. 

(2) A subpoena that is issued by a justice has effect anywhere in the province in which it is issued. 
R.S., 1985, c. C-46, s. 702; 1994, c. 44, s. 71. 

702. (1) L'assignation qui emane d'un juge de la cour provinciale, d'une cour superieure de juridiction 
criminelle, d'une cour d'appel, d'un tribunal siegeant en appel ou d'une cour de ju- ridiction 
criminelle est valable partout au Canada, selon ses termes. 

(2) L'ass ignation qui emane d'un juge de paix est valable partout dans la province OU elle est emise. 

L.R. (1985), ch. C-46, art. 702; 1994, ch. 44, art. 71. 
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Bretton Woods and Related Agreements Act (the "Bretton Act"), R.S.C. 1985, c.B-7 
Loi sur les accords de Bretton Woods et des accords connexes, L.R.C. (1985), ch. B-7 

SCHEDULE II 

(Section 2) 

Articles of Agreement of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

The Governments on whose behalf the present Agreement is signed agree as follows: 

INTRODUCTORY ARTICLE 

The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development is established and shall operate in 
accordance with the following provisions: 

ARTICLE I PURPOSES 

The purposes of the Bank are: 

(i) To assist in the reconstruction and development of territories of members by facilitating the 
investment of capital for productive purposes, including the restoration of economies 
destroyed or disrupted by war, the reconversion of productive facilities to peacetime needs 
and the encouragement of the development of productive facilities and resources in less 
developed countries. 

(ii) To promote private foreign investment by means of guarantees or participations in loans 
and other investments made by private investors; and when private capital is not available 
on reasonable terms, to supplement private investment by providing, on suitable conditions, 
finance for productive purposes out of its own capital, funds raised by it and its other 
resources. 

(iii) To promote the long-range balanced growth of internation- al trade and the maintenance 
of equilibrium in balances of payments by encouraging international investment for the 
development of the productive resources of members, thereby assisting in raismg 
productivity, the standard of living and conditions of labor in their territories. 

(iv)To arrange the loans made or guaranteed by it in relation to international loans through 
other channels so that the more useful and urgent projects, large and small alike, will be 
dealt with first. 

(v) To conduct its operations with due regard to the effect of international investment on 
business conditions in the territories of members and, in the immediate post-war years, to 
assist in bringing about a smooth transition from a wartime to a peace- time economy. 

The Bank shall be guided in all its decisions by the purposes set forth above. 
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ARTICLE VII 

STATUS, IMMUNITIES AND PRIVILEGES 

Section 1. Purposes of Article 

To enable the Bank to fulfill the functions with which it is entrusted, the status, immunities and 
privileges set forth in this Article shall be accorded to the Bank in the territories of each member. 

Section 2. Status of the Bank 

The Bank shall possess full juridical personality, and, in particular, the capacity: 

(i) to contract; 

(ii) to acquire and dispose of immovable and movable property; 

(iii) to institute legal proceedings. 

Section 3. Position of the Bank with regard to judicial process 

Actions may be brought against the Bank only in a court of competent jurisdiction in the 
territories of a member in which the Bank has an office, has appointed an agent for the purpose 
of accepting service or notice of process, or has issued or guaranteed securities. No actions shall, 
however, be brought by members or persons acting for or deriving claims from members. The 
property and assets of the Bank shall, wheresoever located and by whomsoever held, be immune 
from all forms of seizure, attachment or execution before the delivery of final judgment against 
the Bank. 

Section 4. Immunity of assets from seizure 

Property and assets of the Bank, wherever located and by whomsoever held, shall be immune 
from search, requisition, confiscation, expropriation or any other form of seizure by executive or 
legislative action. 

Section 5. Immunity of archives 

The archives of the Bank shall be inviolable. 

Section 6. Freedom of assets from restrictions 

To the extent necessary to carry out the operations provided for in this Agreement and subject to 
the provisions of this Agreement, all property and assets of the Bank shall be free from 
restrictions, regulations, controls and moratoria of any nature. 

Section 7. Privilege for communications 

The official communications of the Bank shall be accorded by each member the same treatment 
that it accords to the official communications of other members. 
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Section 8. Immunities and privileges of officers and employees 

All governors, executive directors, alternates, officers and employees of the Bank 

(vi)shall be immune from legal process with respect to acts per- formed by them in their official 
capacity except when the Bank waives this immunity; 

(vii) not being local nationals, shall be accorded the same immunities from immigration 
restrictions, alien registration requirements and national service obligations and the same 
facilities as regards exchange restrictions as are accorded by members to the 
representatives, officials, and employees of comparable rank of other members; 

(viii) shall be granted the same treatment in respect of travelling facilities as is accorded by 
members to representatives, officials and employees of comparable rank of other members. 

Section 9. Immunities from taxation 

(a)) The Bank, its assets, property, income and its operations and transactions authorized by this 
Agreement, shall be immune from all taxation and from all customs duties. The Bank shall also 
be immune from liability for the collection or payment of any tax or duty. 

(b) ) No tax shall be levied on or in respect of salaries and emoluments paid by the Bank to 
executive directors, alternates, officials or employees of the Bank who are not local citizens, 
local subjects, or other local nationals. 

(c)) No taxation of any kind shall be levied on any obligation or security issued by the Bank 
(including any dividend or interest thereon) by whomsoever held-

(i) which discriminates against such obligation or security solely because it is issued by the 
Bank; or 

(ii) if the sole jurisdictional basis for such taxation is the place or currency in which it is issued, 
made payable or paid, or the location of any office or place of business maintained by the 
Bank. 

(d) ) No taxation of any kind shall be levied on any obligation or security guaranteed by the Bank 
(including any dividend or interest thereon) by whomsoever held-

(i) which discriminates against such obligation or security solely because it is guaranteed by 
the Bank; or 

(ii) if the sole jurisdictional basis for such taxation is the location of any office or place of 
business maintained by the Bank. 
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Section 10. Application of Article 

Each member shall take such action as is necessary in its own territories for the purpose of 
making effective in terms of its own law the principles set forth in this Article and shall inform 
the Bank of the de- tailed action which it has taken. 

ARTICLE VIII AMENDMENTS 

(ix)) Any proposal to introduce modifications in this Agreement, whether emanating from a 
member, a governor or the Executive Di- rectors, shall be communicated to the Chairman of 
the Board of Governors who shall bring the proposal before the Board. If the proposed 
amendment is approved by the Board the Bank shall, by circular letter or telegram, ask all 
members whether they accept the proposed amendment. When three-fifths of the 
members, having eighty-five per cent of the total voting power, have accepted the 
proposed amendmtnt, the Bank shall certify the fact by a formal communication addressed 
to all members. 

(x)) Notwithstanding (a) above, acceptance by all members is required in the case of any 
amendment modifying 

• the right to withdraw from the Bank provided in Article VI, Section 1; 

• the right secured by Article II, Section 3(c); 

• the limitation on liability provided in Article II, Section 6. 

(xi)) Amendments shall enter into force for all members three months after the date of the 
formal communication unless a shorter period is specified in the circular letter or telegram. 

ARTICLE IX INTERPRETATION 

(e)) Any question of interpretation of the provlSlons of this Agreement arising between any 
member and the Bank or between any members of the Bank shall be submitted to the 
Executive Directors for their decision. If the question particularly affects any member not 
entitled to appoint an executive director, it shall be entitled to representation in accordance with 
Article V, Section 4(h). 

(t) ) In any case where the Executive Directors have given a decision under (a) above, any member 
may require that the question be referred to the Board of Governors, whose decision shall be 
final. Pending the result of the reference to the Board, the Bank may, so far as it deems 
necessary, act on the basis of the decision of the Executive Directors. 

(g) ) Whenever a disagreement arises between the Bank and a country which has ceased to be a 
member, or between the Bank and any member during the permanent suspension of the Bank, 
such disagreement shall be submitted to arbitration by a tribunal of three arbitrators, one 
appointed by the Bank, another by the country involved and an umpire who, unless the parties 
otherwise agree, shall be appointed by the President of the Permanent Court of International 
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Justice or such other authority as may have been prescribed by regulation adopted by the 
Bank. The umpire shall have full power to settle all 
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ANNEXE II 

(article 2) 

Accord relatif a la Banque internationale pour la reconstruction et le developpement 

Les Gouvernements au nom desquels le present accord est signe sont convenus de ce qui suit : 

ARTICLE PRELIMINAIRE 

La Banque internationale pour la reconstruction et le developpe- ment est creee et fonctionnera 
conformement aux dispositions suivantes: 

ARTICLE PREMIER 

BUTS 

Les buts de la Banque sont les suivants : 

(i) Aider a la reconstruction et au developpement des territoires des Etats membres en facilitant 
l'investissement de capitaux a des fins productives et notamment aux fins de relever les 
CCOnO- mies detruites OU desorganisees par la guerre, de readapter les moyens de production 
aux besoins du temps de paix et d'encou rager le developpement des moyens de production 
et des res- sources clans les pays moins developpes. 

(ii) Favoriser les investissements prives a l'etranger au moyen de garanties OU de participation a 
des prets et a d'autres investissements effectues par des particuliers; et, a defaut de capitaux 
pri- ves disponibles a des conditions raisonnables, completer les in- vestissements de 
caractere prive sous des conditions appropriees, en fournissant a des fins productives des 
moyens fi nanciers tires de son propre capital, des fonds reunis par elle et de ses autres 
ressources. 

(iii) Contribuer au developpement harmonieux, sur une longue periode de temps, des 
echanges internationaux et au maintien de l' equilibre des balances des paiements en 
encourageant les investissements internationaux ayant pour but d'accroltre les res- sources 
productives des Etats membres, et aider de cette maniere a augmenter la productivite, a 
elever le niveau de vie et a ameliorer les conditions de travail clans les territoires des Etats 
membres. 

(iv)Tenir compte en ce qui concerne les prets qu'elle accorde ou qu'elle garantit des prets 
internationaux provenant d'autres sources, de maniere que les projets les plus utiles et les 
plus urgents aient la priorite quelle que soit leur envergure. 

(v) Diriger ses operations en tenant dument compte des effets des investissements 
internationaux sur la situation economique clans les territoires des Etats membres et, 
pendant les premieres annees qui suivront la guerre, faciliter le passage progressif de 
l' economie de guerre a l' economie de paix. 
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La Banque s'inspirera, dans toutes ses decisions, des buts enonces ci-dessus. 

ARTICLE VII 

STATUT, IMMUNITES ET PRIVILEGES 

Section 1. Obj et du present article 

Pour mettre la Banque en mesure de remplir les fonctions qui lui sont confiees, le statut, les 
immunites et privileges definis dans le present article seront accordes a la Banque dans les 
territoires de chaque Etat membre. 

Section 2. Statut de la Banque 

La Banque possedera la pleine personnalite juridique et, en particulier, la capacite : 

(i) de contracter; 

(ii) d'acquerir et de disposer des biens meubles et immeubles; 

(iii) d'ester en justice. 

Section 3. Situation de la Banque en ce qui concerne les actions en justice 

Il ne pourra etre intente d'action en justice contre la Banque que devant un tribunal dont la 
competence s'etend aux territoires d'un Etat membre dans lesquels elle possede un bureau ou 
dans lesquels elle a nomme un agent aux fins de recevoir les assignations ou significations 
d' ordre judiciaire ou dans lesquels elle a emis ou garanti des valeurs. Toutefois, aucune action en 
justice ne pourra etre intentee par des Etats membres ou par des personnes agissant pour le 
compte des- dits Etats ou faisant valoir des droits qu'ils tiennent de ceux-ci. Les biens et avoirs 
de la Banque, en quelque lieu qu'ils se trouvent et quels qu'en soient les detenteurs, 
beneficieront d'une immunite en ce qui conceme toute forme de saisie-execution, saisie-arret ou 
mesure d'execution tant qu'une decision non susceptible de recours n'aura pas ete rendue contre 
la Banque. 

Section 4. Insaisissabilite des avoirs 

Les biens et avoirs de la Banque, en quelque lieu qu'ils se trouvent et quels qu'en soient les 
detenteurs, seront exempts de perquisition, requisition, confiscation, expropriation ou toute autre 
forme de saisie de la part du pouvoir executif OU du pouvoir legislatif. 

Section 5. Jnviolabilite des archives 

Les archives de la Banque seront inviolables. 

Section 6. Immunite des avoirs al 'egard des mesures restrictives 
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Dans la mesure necessaire a l'accomplissement des operations pre- vues dans le present accord et 
sous reserve des dispositions dudit accord, tous les biens et avoirs de la Banque seront exempts 
de restric- tions, reglementations, controles et moratoires de toute nature. 

Section 7. Privilege en matiere de communications 

Les communications officielles de la Banque seront traitees par tout Etat membre de la meme 
maniere que les communications officielles emanant des autres Etats membres. 

Section 8. Immunites et privileges desfonctionnaires et employes 

Tousles gouvemeurs, administrateurs, suppleants, fonctionnaires et employes de la Banque: 

(xii) ne pourront faire l'objet de poursuites a raison des actes accomplis par eux dans 
l' exercice de leurs fonctions, sauf lorsque la Banque aura leve cette immunite; 

(xiii) jouiront, s'ils ne sont pas des ressortissants de l'Etat ou ils exercent leurs fonctions, des 
memes immunites, en matiere de mesures restrictives relatives a !'immigration, de 
formalites d'emegistrement des etrangers et d'obligations de service national, ainsi que des 
memes facilites, en ce qui conceme les restrictions de change, que celles que les Etats 
membres accordent aux representants, fonctionnaires et employes de rang comparable des 
autres Etats membres; 

(xiv) jouiront, pour leurs deplacements, des memes facilites que celles que les Etats membres 
accordent aux representants, fonctionnaires et employes de rang comparable d' autres Etats 
membres. 

Section 9. Immunites relatives aux chargesfiscales 

(h) La Banque, ses avoirs, biens, revenus, ainsi que ses operations et transactions autorisees par le 
present accord, seront exoneres de tous impots et de tous droits de douane. La Banque sera 
egalement exemptee de toute obligation relative au recouvrement ou au paiement d'un impot ou 
droit quelconque. 

(i) Aucun impot ne sera per9u sur les traitements et emoluments verses par la Banque aux 
administrateurs, suppleants, fonctionnaires ou employes de la Banque, qui ne sont pas citoyens, 
sujets ou ressortissants a un autre titre du pays ou ils exercent leurs fonctions. 

U) Aucun impot, de quelque nature que ce soit, ne sera per9u sur les obligations ou les valeurs 
emises par la Banque, y compris les dividendes ou interets qui en proviennent, quel que soit le 
detenteur de ces titres : 

(i) si cet impot a, a l' egard de ces obligations ou valeurs, un ca- ractere discriminatoire base 
exclusivement sur leur origine; 

(ii) ou si cet impot a pour seule base juridique le lieu ou la mon- naie d'emission, le lieu ou la 
monnaie de reglement prevu ou effectif, ou !'emplacement d'un bureau ou centre 
d'operations de la Banque. 
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(k) Aucun impot, de quelque nature que ce soit, ne sera pen;u sur les obligations ou les valeurs 
garanties par la Banque, y compris les dividendes ou interets qui en proviennent, quel que soit 
le detenteur de ces titres : 

(i) si cet impot a, a l' egard de ces obligations ou valeurs, un caractere discriminatoire base 
exclusivement sur l' octroi de la ga- rantie de la Banque; 

ii) ou si un tel impot a pour seule base juridique l' emplacement 

d'un bureau ou centre d' operations de la Banque. 

Section 10. Application du present article 

Chaque Etat membre prendra, dans ses propres territoires, toutes les mesures necessaires en vue 
d'appliquer, dans sa propre legislation, les principes enonces dans le present article et il 
informera la Banque du detail des mesures qu'il aura prises. 

ARTICLE VIII AMENDEMENTS 

(xv) Toute proposition tendant a apporter des modifications au present accord, qu' elle emane 
d'un Etat membre, d'un gouvemeur ou des administrateurs, sera communiquee au president 
du conseil des gouvemeurs qui la soumettra audit conseil. Si l' amendement propose est 
approuve par le conseil, la Banque demandera a tous les Etats membres par lettre ou 
telegramme circulaire s'ils acceptent l'amendement propose. Si les trois cinquiemes des 
Etats membres, disposant de quatre-vingt-cinq pour cent du total des voix attribuees, 
acceptent le texte de l 'amendement propose, la Banque confirm era ce fait par 
communication officielle adressee a tous les Etats membres. 

(xvi) Nonobstant les dispositions du paragraphe a) ci-dessus, l'acceptation par tous les Etats 
membres est requise dans le cas de tout amendement portant modification: 

• du droit de se retirer de la Banque, prevu par l'article VI, sec- tion 1; 

• du droit garanti par l' article II, section 3 c ); 

• de la limitation de responsabilite prevue a l' article II, section 6. 

(xvii) Les amendements entreront en vigueur pour tous les Etats membres trois mois apres la 
date de la communication officielle, a moins qu'un delai plus court ne soit fixe dans la lettre 
ou le tele- gramme circulaire. 

ARTICLE IX INTERPRETATION 

(I) Tout probleme d'interpretation des dispositions du present accord qui surgirait entre un Etat 
membre et la Banque ou entre des Etats membres sera soumis a la decision des administrateurs. 
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Si le probleme conceme particulierement un Etat membre qui n'a pas le droit de nommer un 
administrateur, cet Etat membre aura le droit de se faire representer conformement a l'article V, 
section 4 h). 

(m) Lorsque les administrateurs auront rendu une decision dans les conditions prevues au 
paragraphe a) ci-dessus, tout Etat membre pourra demander que la question soit portee devant 
le Conseil des gouvemeurs dont la decision sera sans appel. En attendant que le Conseil ait 
statue, la Banque pourra, dans la mesure ou elle l' estimera necessaire, agir conformement a la 
decision des administrateurs. 

(n) Chaque fois qu'un desaccord surgira entre la Banque et un pays qui a cesse d'etre membre ou 
entre la Banque et un Etat membre au cours de la suspension permanente des operations de la 
Banque, ce desaccord sera soumis a !'arbitrage d'un tribunal de trois membres, comprenant un 
arbitre nomme par la Banque, un arbitre designe par le pays interesse et un surarbitre qui, a 
moins que les parties n'en conviennent autrement, sera nomme par le president de la Cour per
manente de Justice intemationale ou par telle autre autorite designee par la reglementation 
adoptee par la Banque. Le surarbitre aura pleins 
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